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FIRST NATIONS INFORMATION GOVERNANCE CENTRE

• Rooted in the mid-1990s work to develop OCAP® and the Regional 
Health Survey.
• First Nations non-profit, incorporated in August 2010 following a 

mandate from the Assembly of First Nations Chiefs in Assembly (#48–
2009).
• Guided by principles, research ethics, and a cultural framework 

developed by First Nations for First Nations.
• Nations come together through Regional processes; Regions come 

together to do national-level work. 



FNIGC governance



About FNIGC

VISION
The FNIGC envisions that 
every First Nation will 
achieve data sovereignty in 
alignment with its distinct 
worldview.

MISSION
With First Nations, we assert data 
sovereignty and support the 
development of information 
governance and management at the 
community level through regional 
and national partnerships. We adhere 
to free, prior and informed consent, 
respect nation-to-nation 
relationships, and recognize the 
distinct customs of nations.



• Regional Health 
Survey

• Early Childhood, 
Education & 
Employment 
Survey

• Labour & 
Employment 
Development 
Survey

• Aligns with FNIGC 
strategic direction, 
established 
principles and 
priorities 

• On Data Sovereignty 
and Information 
Governance

• Feasibility studies 
and other 
exploratory work 

National Surveys

OUR WORK
Research

• First Nations Data 
Sovereignty

• Information 
Governance & 
Management

• OCAP®  
• First Nations Data 

Governance 
Strategy released 
in June 2020

Education, Training & Capacity



FIRST NATIONS DATA



WHAT IS FIRST NATIONS DATA? 

Data on 
Resources & 
Environment

Data from 
First 

Nations 

Data 
About 
First 

Nations

Lands, Waters, medicines, 
moose etc. 

Languages, cultures, 
knowledge, stories, 
songs, ceremoniesDemographics, 

housing, health, 
labour, education, 

etc. 



FIRST 
NATIONS 

DATA

Private 
Businesses

UNIVERSITIES

GOV 
RESEARCH 

UNITS

ISC 
DATABASES

ARCHIVES

WHERE IS YOUR FIRST NATION’S DATA? 

NGOs/NFPs

FIRST 
NATIONS

MUSEUMS

Indigenous 
Organizations



LEGACY OF UNETHICAL RESEARCH
• Long history of First Nation peoples and communities being 

subjects of research.

• Much of the research literature has been written from a 
colonial perspective resulting in a limited representation, and 
often with stereotypical and damaging depictions of First 
Nations peoples.

• The legacy of unethical research practices experienced by First 
Nations communities had led to mistrust in research and 
information-sharing with non-First Nations researchers, 
institutions, and governments.



LEGALIZED THEFT: WƏLASTƏKWEY STORIES 
& LANGUAGE RECORDINGS
• Research which involved 

recording the community stories 
in their own language
• These recordings were meant to 

be gifts from the Elders to the 
Nation’s children
• Instead, the researcher 

copyrighted the materials for 
himself. 

• Canadian copyright laws grants 
copyright in a story to the 
collector or recorder of a story
• Wəlastəkwey publishing of any 

of their stories’ content was an 
infringement of his copyright
• This caused extensive 

community harm for the 
Wəlastəkwey Nation including 
financial and cultural harm.  



DATA 
MANAGEMENT 

ISSUES

• Sharing of First Nations data without 
the consent or knowledge of the 
community
• Commercialization of First Nations 

data
• Over-collection of First Nations data
• Data collected without the intent or 

capacity to improve the well-being of 
First Nations.



FIRST NATIONS 
HEALTH DATA & 
BROGAN INC.

• Personally-identifying information 
was removed from the data, but 
community-identifiers remained.
• Brogan Inc. offered the data for 

sale to pharmaceutical companies 
for research use. 
• In 2007 Health Canada advised the 

Assembly of First Nations of the 
agreement with Brogan, and 
provided a copy of the agreement.  
• At that time, Health Canada had 

already agreed to extend Brogan’s 
access to NIHB data for an 
additional 5 years.

In 2001 Health Canada 
started releasing NIHB 
pharmacy claims data to 
Brogan Inc., a health 
consulting and analysis 
firm. 



LEGAL BARRIERS TO FIRST NATIONS DATA PRIVACY
Privacy 

Act

• The Privacy Act is the 
law that sets out privacy 
rights in an individual’s 
interactions with the 
federal government -
how the government 
collects, uses and 
discloses personal 
information. 

• The Act does not 
recognize or protect 
Community privacy.

Access to 
Information Act

• Provides public access 
to government 
information via  Access 
to Information & Privacy 
(ATIP) requests

• Almost any information 
provided by First 
Nations or that Canada 
collects can be released 
to the public (names 
and personal identifiers 
are removed).

Library & Archives 
of Canada Act

• Mandates that all 
records in the control of 
federal departments or 
institutions be 
transferred to Archives 
when no longer in use. 

• Once this happens, 
even personal 
information becomes 
vulnerable to ATIP 
requests (20 years after 
death).



FIRST NATIONS DATA 
SOVEREIGNTY



WHAT IS FIRST NATIONS SOVEREIGNTY

• First Nations, as sovereign states and rights holders, 
have an inherent right to govern their peoples, lands, 
and resources.  
• These rights are confirmed in Section 35 of the 

Canadian Constitution, Section 25 of the Canadian 
Charter of Human Rights, UNDRIP, DRIPA, Bill C-15



FIRST NATIONS DATA SOVEREIGNTY

First Nations Data Sovereignty is the right (inherent and 
constitutionally-protected) to exercise authority over its data & 
information:
• Includes the right to govern the collection, ownership, and 

application of its own data. 
• To protect the traditional knowledge, cultural expressions, and 

intellectual property.
• Reflects First Nations’ desires and interests to manage 

information in ways that are consistent with their laws, 
practices, and customs.
• Is a crucial step toward nations’ self-governance aspirations 

and is an exercise of self-determination.



THE FIRST NATIONS 

PRINCIPLES OF OCAP®



FIRST NATIONS PRINCIPLES OF OCAP® 

OCAP® acknowledges and respects that the right of First Nations self-determination 
includes the jurisdiction to make decisions about research in their communities. 
• OCAP® principles are a set of standards that establish how First Nations data should 

be collected, protected, used, or shared.
• Reflects First Nations commitments to use and share information in a way that 

brings benefit to the community, while minimizing any possible harm.
• The rights of First Nations communities to own, control, access and possess 

information about their peoples is fundamentally tied to self-determination and to 
the preservation and development of their culture.



OWNERSHIP

Data about 
First Nations 
resources, 

environment

Data from 
First Nations

Data about 
First Nations



CONTROL

First Nation Control

Disclosure

Collection Use



ACCESS

Conditions of 
Access

Limitations of 
Access

Who has Access

Who does not 
have access



POSSESSION

Cultural 
Knowledge

DataInformation



GROUP DISCUSSION

What laws, policies, tools are 
currently in place in your 
health centre, First Nation, or 
organization that supports the 
assertion of OCAP® ?

What actions can you 
take to further support 
the assertion of 
OCAP® and data 
sovereignty? 



CONSIDERATIONS

•Who will you be sharing your data with?
•What type of data is being shared?
•What is the purpose of the data sharing?
•Where is the data being stored?
•Who will have access to the data?



OCAP® LEVERS IN COMMUNITY
• Enacting First Nation Privacy Laws
• Enacting First Nation Access to Information Laws
• Sharing OCAP® knowledge with community members, leadership, 

and staff
• Developing community-specific OCAP® standards
• Ensuring data-sharing agreements recognize OCAP®

• Developing First Nation privacy and security policies and procedures



FUNDAMENTALS OF 
OCAP® COURSE

• Online training course developed in 
partnership with Algonquin College.

• Offers a comprehensive overview of the First 
Nations principles of OCAP® ®

• 7 Learning Modules 
• Multimedia format

• Learners have 3 months from the date of 
registration to complete the course.



OCAP® TRADEMARK

• FNIGC was tasked with stewardship as a protective measure against 
misuse, misapplication or improper interpretation of what OCAP® 

means and how it is to be applied.

• FNIGC registered trademark status of the OCAP ® logo in 2015. 



For more information, please visit
WWW.FNIGC.CA
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